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Abstract The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake, a major

intraplate earthquake with Mw 7.9, occurred on the slowly

deforming Longmenshan fault. To better understand the

causes of this devastating earthquake, we need knowledge

of the regional stress field and the underlying geodynamic

processes. Here, we determine focal mechanism solutions

(FMSs) of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake sequence

(WES) using both P-wave first-motion polarity data and

SH/P amplitude ratio (AR) data. As P-wave polarities are

more reliable information, they are given priority over SH/

P AR, the latter of which are used only when the former

has loose constraint on the FMSs. We collect data from

three categories: (1) permanent stations deployed by the

China Earthquake Administration (CEA); (2) the Western

Sichuan Passive Seismic Array (WSPSA) deployed by

Institute of Geology, CEA; (3) global stations from

Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology. Finally,

129 events with magnitude over Ms 4.0 in the 2008 WES

are identified to have well-constrained FMSs. Among

them, 83 are well constrained by P-wave polarities only as

shown by Cai et al. (Earthq Sci 24(1):115–125, 2011), and

the rest of which are newly constrained by incorporating

SH/P AR. Based on the spatial distribution and FMSs of

the WES, we draw following conclusions: (1) the principle

compressional directions of most FMSs of the WES are

subhorizontal, generally in agreement with the conclusion

given by Cai et al. (2011) but with a few modifications that

the compressional directions are WNW–ESE around

Wenchuan and ENE–WSW around Qingchuan, respec-

tively. The subhorizontal compressional direction along the

Longmenshan fault from SW to NE seems to have a left-

lateral rotation, which agrees well with regional stress field

inverted by former researchers (e.g., Xu et al., Acta Seis-

mol Sin 30(5), 1987; Acta Geophys Sin 32(6), 1989; Cui

et al., Seismol Geol 27(2):234–242, 2005); (2) the FMSs of

the events not only reflected the regional stress state of the

Longmenshan region, but also were obviously controlled

by the faults to some extent, which was pointed out by Cai

et al. (2011) and Yi et al. (Chin J Geophys

55(4):1213–1227, 2012); (3) while the 2008 Wenchuan

earthquake and some of its strong aftershocks released

most of the elastic energy accumulated on the Longmen-

shan fault, some other aftershocks seem to occur just for

releasing the elastic energy promptly created by the 2008

Wenchuan earthquake and some of its strong aftershocks.

(4) Our results further suggest that the Longmenshan fault

from Wenchuan to Beichuan was nearly fully destroyed by

the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake and accordingly propose

that there is less probability for great earthquakes in the

middle part of the Longmenshan fault in the near future,

although there might be a barrier to the southwest of

Wenchuan and it is needed to pay some attention on it in

the near future.
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1 Introduction

On 12 May 2008, a great earthquake with magnitude Mw

7.9 occurred in Longmenshan fault belt, Sichuan province.

This great event and its strong aftershocks caused enor-

mous loss of life and catastrophic damage of infrastructure

(Zhang et al. 2008; Burchfiel et al. 2008). To mitigate

disasters caused by great earthquakes in this region in the

near future and reveal the geodynamic feature of the

Longmenshan area, it is necessary to fully understand the

source properties and triggering mechanisms of the 2008

Wenchuan earthquake sequence (WES), as well as the

stress field in the Longmenshan area.

The 2008 Wenchuan earthquake (the mainshock of the

2008 WES) is considered to be initiated on Yingxiu-

Beichuan fault and then propagated northeastward on a

surface rupture zone of about 220 km long on the Yingxiu-

Beichuan-Qingchuan fault and 70 km long on the Anxian-

Guanxian-Jiangyou fault (Lin et al. 2009; Liu-Zeng et al.

2009, 2010; Xu et al. 2009). These faults were relatively

quiescent in seismicity (Loveless and Meade 2011; Meade

2007). Source inversions based on teleseismic data showed

a pattern of double-peak energy release during rupture

(e.g., Ji and Hayes 2008; Nakamura et al. 2010; Zhang and

Ge 2010; Zhang et al. 2009). The first peak was near

Yingxiu-Hongkou, Wenchuan about 10–20 s after the ini-

tial burst, and the second energy peak came 50 s later near

Beichuan. The largest thrust slip is found on the moder-

ately dipping thrust fault near Yingxiu-Hongkou and the

largest strike slip is located near Beichuan (e.g., Shen et al.

2009; Wang et al. 2011).

Hu et al. (2008) preliminarily determined 44 FMSs of

strong aftershocks using P-wave first-motion polarities

(PWFMP) and a revised Grid Search Method named

CHNYTX (Yu et al. 2009). Soon later, Wang et al. (2009)

obtained 88 moment tensor solutions. Zheng et al. (2009)

also determined the FMSs of 10 biggest aftershocks with

magnitude Ms C 5.6 employing the Cut-And-Paste (CAP)

method. Later on, they further showed FMSs of 18 after-

shocks with magnitude Ms C 5.0 employing the same

technique (Zheng et al. 2010). Cai et al. (2011) provided 83

well-determined FMSs. Above results showed that most of

the strong aftershocks were thrust events, of which some

were similar to the main shock, while others were not. They

also claimed that there were many strike-slip events. When

their results provided a preliminary sight of the aftershock

pattern of the 2008 WES, limited number of FMSs prevented

them from showing comprehensive expression of the

regional stress state. For further validating these results and

fully understanding their geodynamic implications, it is

necessary to give more well-determined FMSs.

Recently, Yi et al. (2012) determined 312 FMSs

employing the CAP method. Instead of analyzing those

FMSs one by one, they statistically analyzed then and got

some statistical conclusions. Although statistical analyses

have advantage on showing objective conclusions, one by

one analyses are still needed because they might show

detailed information and help us to fully understand the

results and implications. Furthermore, it is also necessary

to take those poorly constrained ones in analyses, because

the poorly constrained events might contain special infor-

mation on fault activity.

In this paper, we will first use P-wave first-motion

polarities to determine P-wave FMSs. Then, we will

include the amplitude ratios (AR) of SH-wave to P-wave at

local stations to help us further constrain those solutions.

Accordingly, we will give a detailed discussion on the

obtained results. At last, we will discuss triggering mech-

anisms of various types of FMSs as well as their implica-

tions for the regional stress field in the Longmenshan area.

2 Data and methods

P-wave first-motion polarity (PWFMP) is well-defined

signal that suffers little influence from mechanical prop-

erties of the media. With enough high quality polarity data,

one may obtain the FMSs with enough confidence. Various

methods have been developed to determine the P-wave

first-motion FMSs (Kasahara 1963; Brillinger et al. 1980;

Xu et al. 1983; Reasenberg and Oppenheimer 1985;

Hardebeck and Shearer 2002). Yu et al. (2009) refined the

method and showed a new grid search program of calcu-

lating P-wave first-motion FMSs (CHNYTX), which was

published on http://geophy.pku.edu.cn/itag/node/applica

tion.php. Compared with some other grid search programs

such as HASH (Hardebeck and Shearer 2002) and the grid

search method (Xu et al. 1983), this program has many

improvements. First, it determines the weight of P-wave

polarity observations not only based on their quality but

also their distribution density on the focal sphere. Second,

it employs jackknife technique to improve the inversion

quality, which may reduce the possibility that the solution

is biased by a wrong polarity. Third, it has employed new

principles of clustering the possible solutions so that it

could give at most three possible cluster centers. Finally, it

provides a more reasonable scheme for evaluating the

quality of FMSs.

Compared to former grid search programs, CHNTYX

has better performance on those events with sparse or

unevenly distributed P-wave first-motion observations.

However, while Yu et al. (2009) showed that at least one

cluster of possible solutions of an event should be very

close to the true solution, the new program still needs more

knowledge to determine which one is right when there are

more choices. Here, we try to employ AR of SH-wave to
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P-wave to help us evaluate which cluster of those choices

for an event is closest to its true FMS.

Theoretically, it only needs 5–6 high quality AR

observations to obtain a FMS when using AR method

individually (Kisslinger 1980; Kisslinger et al. 1981).

Compared with using P- or S-wave amplitude alone, the

AR method is more superior as it may reduce the influence

of source time function and ray path. But, AR method has

its own drawbacks. Noise in waveforms can lead to scatter

in the S/P ratios of a factor of 2, sometimes up to a factor of

5 (Rau et al. 1996; Nakamura et al. 1999; Hardebeck and

Shearer 2003). Conventionally, an observation would be

deleted if the difference between the theoretical and

observed S/P ratios is large (Kisslinger et al. 1981;

Hardebeck and Shearer 2003).

Significant large scatter in SH/P ratio mostly happens

around the nodal planes as a result of near-zero P-phase

amplitude and in fact offers a good constraint for the true

FMS. Accordingly, instead of taking AR observations into

inversion, we plot SH/P ratio observations of an event on a

colored beach ball with their colors representing theoretical

ratios, and then pick out the correct cluster manually from

those possible solutions given by CHNTYX. In this way,

AR ratio data perfectly serve as complement to the

PWFMP data, resulting in both high quality and more

FMSs. We should mention that SV to P AR is not applied

in our study because the amplitude of SV wave is more

difficult to measure as it might be contaminated by the

P-coda wave (Kisslinger et al. 1981).

Figure 1 shows an example that tells how we use AR to

select the preferred FMS from a group of possible solutions

given by CHNTYX. In this example, the P polarity

observations are not well distributed so that the CHNYTX

gives three cluster centers of possible solutions as were

shown in Fig. 1a1. The SH/P ratio distributions for dif-

ferent possible solutions are shown in Fig. 1a2–a4. Colors

of the beach ball express the theoretical logarithm of SH/P

ratio with red color showing large ratios and blue color

showing small. Black circles are the observed AR. We

could see that both stations L0203 (Fig. 1b4) and KMY03

(Fig. 1b1) have very small Pg and relatively large SH,

which indicate that they should be located near the nodal

planes. Contrarily, stations L0207 (Fig. 1b2) and L0204

(Fig. 1b3) have very sharp Pg and relatively small SH,

indicating that they should be in the blue areas far from the

nodal planes. Figure 1a3, a4 clearly shows that the two

solutions shown in a1 by black and green lines are

unconvincing, while the solution given in Fig. 1a2 fits the

SH/P values best and will be our final solution.

We collect P-wave polarities and SH/P AR from three

categories. The first part of data comes from the Chinese

Earthquake Administration (CEA). Most of CEA stations

are regional permanent stations, and others are the

temporary stations installed along the Longmenshan fault a

few days after the main shock of WES (Zheng et al. 2010).

The second part comes from the Western Sichuan Passive

Seismic Array (WSPSA) deployed by Institute of Geology,

CEA (Liu et al. 2008). As some of WSPSA stations were

very close to the Longmenshan fault, they offered plenty of

AR data as well as a good complement to the Pg obser-

vations used in CHNYTX.

The third part of observations comes from remote sta-

tions and is downloaded from the website of Incorporated

Research Institutions of Seismology (IRIS, http://www.iris.

edu/gmap). The distribution of CEA and WSPSA stations

as well as some IRIS stations located in the span area of

CEA stations are all shown in Fig. 2. Generally speaking,

three group of observation stations are fairly distributed

and form good constraints on FMSs.

Totally, 129 events with magnitude over Ms 4.0 in WES

are identified to have unique FMSs. All of them are shown

in Fig. 3. Their characteristics and implications will be

discussed in the following parts of this paper. However,

there are still many events not well constrained. For

comprehensively understanding the stress field in this

region, we include poorly constrained events with magni-

tude over 5.0 in our discussion.

3 Results

3.1 FMSs of the events with Ms [ 5.0

There are 65 events with magnitude over 5.0 in total. 14 of

these events lack clear P polarity observations or have poor

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) roughly due to contamination

from previous event’s code wave. For instance, 11 events

happened in the first 3 h after the main shock, while other

three events are affected by some events that occurred right

before them [e.g., event 133150542 (31.22�N, 103.47�E,

Ms 5.2) happened only 13 s after a large nearby event

133150529 (31.25�N, 103.57�E, Ms 5.1) with similar

location and magnitude]. The other 51 events have more

than 10 clear P polarity observations that allow us to cal-

culate their FMSs. After applying AR data, 42 of them

have well-determined FMSs.

We have carefully checked the waveforms of the other

nine events with poorly constrained solutions, trying to find

out what are the possible causes of low quality. There are

two events (137161442, No. 207 in Fig. 4; 206070928, No.

208 in Fig. 4) with two cluster centers which are similar to

each other. In this case, either of the two centers or their

average could be regarded as the real FMS. For each of the

other seven events, their cluster centers are separated.

Among them, five events have unevenly distributed

polarity observations, leaving large gap on the focal
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spheres. At the same time, there are not enough direct Pg

wave polarities with large take-off angles, especially for

the events occurred in the northern part of Longmenshan

fault zone. We give our own preference for these five

events under some principle. If SH/P AR are available, we

will choose the solution that fits the AR better. If there are

few AR observations, we will compare the waveforms of

those events with nearby events which already have well-

determined FMSs. If they share similar waveforms, we will

choose the cluster centers close to the nearby events’ FMSs

for reference. The events belonging to this category are

shown in Fig. 4 with Nos. 201, 202, 203, 204, and 206.

There are still 2 events remaining with very confusing

distribution of P polarity observations (135055456, Nos.

205; 225210320, No. 209). The polarities of event No. 205

from stations in SW back azimuth seem not to be consistent

with each other. It appears to have both up-going and down-

going Pn polarities. If we separate those polarity observa-

tions by distance, we could see that polarities change regu-

larly with distance. Concretely speaking, stations with epi-

distance about 100–200 km show down-going Pn polarities

while stations with epi-distance more than 230 km show up-

going polarities. The FMS and seismograms of event No.

205 are shown in Fig. 5. We could see clearly that both the

waveform and polarity of the first arrival signals from sta-

tions within 100–200 km epicentral distances are quite dif-

ferent from those of stations over 200 km away. This might

imply that in the crust of the southern part of Longmenshan

belt there might be a relatively sharp velocity interface (the

Conrad discontinuity for instance), where some new phases

Fig. 1 An example shows how to use AR to select the right FMS from possible solutions given by CHNTYX. a1 Solutions obtained by the

P-wave first-motion polarities. b1–b6 are the records we use. All station records satisfy: (1) have the epi-distance less than 120 km (mostly less

than 100 km); (2) have clear Pg wave and (SH)g wave. The three-component seismograms (the lower three trances in b1–b6) are filtered with a

0.2–15 Hz window and then rotated to vertical (Z), radial (R), and tangential (T) components (upper three traces in b1–b6). Note that all three

components shown in Fig. 1 have been normalized. Free surface correction has also been applied to the measured AR. The theoretical (SH/P)

ratios are shown by the color images in the beach balls, and the observations are plotted as circles at the piercing points. a2 is the solution which

fits the (SH/P) ratio best. a3 and a4 are the other two solutions given by P polarity but poor

360 Earthq Sci (2013) 26(6):357–372
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are generated and these phases arrive at stations at similar

time with Pn under certain circumstances. Therefore, we try

to use a two-layer crust model deduced from Pei et al. (2010)

to recalculate the FMS of event No. 205 (a2 in Fig. 5). The

recalculated FMS has only one well-constrained solution (a3

in Fig. 5), which in turn confirmed the correctness of the

existence of a middle-crust interface in this region. Event

No. 209 (225210320) locates near No. 205 but facing a

different situation. The seismogram of nearly all the stations

starts with a small and wiggling wave which is hard to dis-

tinguish. Wave generated by this event may suffer a first

small creep and then a large crack. We will not include this

event in the discussion of this paper, because it has large

uncertainty.

Figure 4 shows the FMSs and spatial distributions of the

51 events of magnitude over 5.0 mentioned above. Well-

determined FMSs are shown in red, green, and blue colors,

indicating different types of events. For the poorly deter-

mined events, we plot our preferred FMSs in darker red,

darker green, and darker blue. The FMSs of the 2 events that

probably have biased polarities are shown in black color.

We compared our FMSs with Global CMT results as

well as CAP results (Fig. 6). As shown in Fig. 6, 9 of 10

events have very similar FMSs from all three sources stated

above except for the last one. No. 208 event (206070928,

Ms 6.0) has very similar FMS from CMT and CAP, which

is different from our result. It is a poorly constrained event

with two possible FMSs with either of them feasible to

explain PWFMP distribution (Fig. 7). Unfortunately, nei-

ther FMSs from CMT and CAP seems to satisfy the

PWFMP distribution. This event might be averagely a

strike-slip event with a thrust onset. However, it is also

possible that this event might be controlled by local

velocity structure similar to the case of event 205.

3.2 Characteristics of the FMSs

We obtained 129 robust FMSs for events with magnitude

over Ms 4.0 in WES. All the well-determined FMSs are

shown in Fig. 3 with different colors for different types of

FMSs and also listed in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 3, the

most abundant type of events are the red-colored ones,

Fig. 2 Spatial distribution of the aftershocks of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake as well as stations used in this study
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totally 41, accounting for up to 30 % of all the FMSs.

Similar with the main shock, they are all thrust events with

their compressional directions roughly pointing NW–SE.

These earthquakes were named first-type thrust events by

Cai et al. (2011) and were found almost on the whole

seismic belt of WES. In this paper, we further confirm the

main conclusion given by Cai et al. (2011) with emphasis

that they distribute unevenly.

First, the southern part of the Longmenshan fault released

more elastic energy by this type of events than the northern

part, which is illustrated by both source inversion results of

the main shock (e.g., Ji and Hayes 2008; Shen et al. 2009)

and the aftershock distribution shown in this paper.

Second, this type of events concentrate in four places

along the Longmenshan fault. The first one is located at the

southernmost end of the whole seismic zone. The second

place is to the northeast and about 60 km away from the

mainshock and locates around Maoxian. Different from the

first group, the events in the second group are more tightly

clustered. A vertical profile cut through this group of

earthquakes in Cai et al. (2011) showed a complicated

distribution of aftershocks, indicating complex faults there.

These events located at the segment of the Longmenshan

fault zone with two sub-parallel active faults as mentioned

by Liu-Zeng et al. (2009). The third group is a small cluster

near Beichuan, with only five first-type thrust events there.

The northernmost group locates near the northeastern end

of the surface rupture zone, 220 km away from the

mainshock. However, these events in this place are more

diffuse than the former three places.

Moreover, we further confirm and more clearly show

that the compressional directions of the first-type thrust

FMSs have systematical variation. Around Wenchuan,

almost all principal compressional directions of the FMSs

point roughly EW, while around Maoxian some with dif-

ferent principal compressional directions emerge, which

roughly point to dip direction of the Longmenshan fault.

To further northeast, the principal compressional directions

of some FMSs of first-type thrust events even follow this

trend and have larger right-lateral rotation.

Cai et al. (2011) pointed out that there is another type of

thrust events existed in WES and named them second-type

thrust event, which was also implied by Yi et al. (2012).

Here, we further confirmed their existence (orange colored

beach balls in Fig. 2). They are mostly distributed in the

middle and northern segment of the Longmenshan fault

zone, from Maoxian to the northeastern end of the seismic

zone. The magnitude of these events is relatively small

(Ms \ 4.5) except the northeastern end (four events with

Ms C 5.0). Different from Cai et al. (2011), we find two

more second-type thrust events at the southwestern end of

the WES and one of them is Ms [ 5.0 event.

As shown by former results (Hu et al. 2008; Wang et al.

2009; Zheng et al. 2009, 2010; Cai et al. 2011; Yi et al.

2012), many strike-slip events with compressional direc-

tions roughly in E–W are found in WES. They mainly
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distribute around Xiaoyudong and Hongkou area in the

south and Maoxian area in the north. In Qingchuan area,

almost all strike-slip events have one focal plane close to the

strike of the surface rupture zone or Qingchuan fault. In

Xiaoyudong-Hongkou area, about 56 % of the strike-slip

events seem to occur on the left-lateral Lixian–Xiaoyudong

fault with roughly NW–SE strike. Among them, most FMSs

look almost the same. However, there are a few (Nos. 30,

96, and 64 in Fig. 3) that deviate a little from others.

The remaining 44 % of the strike-slip events occurred

on SW–NE striking Longmenshan fault zone. Different

from those on Qingchuan fault and Lixian–Xiaoyudong

fault, the events on Longmenshan fault around Xiaoyudong

and Hongkou area seem to be more diversified. Some

FMSs (Nos. 24, 26, 32, 35, and 111) are similar with those

located on Lixian-Xiaoyudong fault; however, others (Nos.

89, 80, 93, 98, and 59) are totally different. It needs to be

mentioned that the second group strike-slip events on

Lixian-Xiaoyudong fault can still find their companions to

the north, i.e., Nos. 56, 114, 27, and 53.

Besides, there are two normal-fault events as well as

some atypical events. One normal-fault event locates around

Yingxiu-Hongkou (82), while another around Pingwu (105).

The extensional direction of the former is E–W, while that of

the latter is N–S. When we say that there are only two

normal-fault events in WES, atypical events are rare too.

Some of them (Nos. 2, 49, 33, 123, 115, 116, and 31) locate

in the middle part of WES at about Beichuan area and look

like most strike-slip events at Lixian-Xiaoyudong with little

dip-slip motion. Others (Nos. 76, 17, 102, and 58) mainly

locate at the southwestern end of WES around Yingxiu-

Hongkou area. Most of them (Nos. 76, 17, and 102) exhibit

some similarity with a group of strike-slip events occurred at

Yingxiu-Hongkou area (i.e., Nos. 103, 98, 93, 80, and 89),

while No. 58 looks like the ones of another group (Nos. 24,

26, 32, and 35) although it is located far away from them.

Anyway, No. 87 is an exception although it has some sim-

ilarity with two nearby small strike-slip events (Nos. 56 and

114) and two remote ones (Nos. 27 and 53).

4 Deductions and conjectures

4.1 Stress state deduced from the FMSs of the WES

It was often mentioned that the FMSs before and after great

earthquakes are different (e.g., Xu et al. 1987, 1989; Cui

et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2013). It is true that every event will

produce local stress adjustment (Diao et al. 2005; Li et al.

2008). Some big events like 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake
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might even change regional stress state for a long time (Yu

et al. 2013). However, preexisting faults are easy to be

activated and tend to prematurely release part of elastic

energy stored in the lithosphere. Longmenshan region is an

area highly fragmented by many faults with different

strikes and dip angles. So, the FMSs of the events there

might not always stand for the real regional stress. As one

of the evidences, the first- and the second-type thrust events

coexist on the same segment of Longmenshan fault zone,

which is obviously the result controlled by the geometry of

the Longmenshan faults there. These faults released dif-

ferent components of the elastic stress tensor as mentioned

by Cai et al. (2011). Meanwhile, we mention that compared

with the Yingxiu-Hongkou area, the compressional direc-

tions of the first-type thrust events located on the north-

eastern part of the Longmenshan fault rotate clockwise

slightly, which contradicts the anti-clockwise rotation

pattern of the stress field in this region. It is indeed in

accordance with the clockwise rotation of the Qingchuan

fault to the northeast relative to the Longmenshan fault to

the southwest. In addition, the strike-slip events (Nos. 88,

124, 99, 69, 57, 67, 63, 37, 55, 43, 54, 75, 126, 120, 62, 61,

125, 91, 6, and 85) around Qingchuan area look similar but

can be divided into two groups, of which one group (Nos.

57, 43, 54, 75, 126, 120, 62, 61, 125, and 85) has a nodal

plane which roughly parallels to the Qingchuan fault and

others (Nos. 88, 124, 99, 69, 67, 63, 37, 55, 91, and 6) have

one nodal plane which roughly parallels to the strike of the

Longmenshan fault. At last, events 30, 96, and 64 occurred

at Lixian-Xiaoyudong fault but with a left-lateral rotation

relatively to the majority of the strike-slip events there,

which might also be related with one or more active faults

roughly striking N–S there.

As a result, even a big event mostly could not fully

express regional stress field. So, we could not directly

employ either the FMS of a main shock or the ones of its

aftershocks to depict the feature of a regional stress field

although they partly reflect it. Only by comprehensively

analyzing all FMSs in a region could we understand their

geodynamical meaning and accordingly constrain regional

stress state of a region semi-quantitatively. Nevertheless, if

an extremely great event had released all elastic energy

Fig. 5 FMS and waveforms of event No. 205 (135055456). b1 and b2 show the waveforms of down-going (epicentral distances 119–225 km)

and up-going polarities (epicentral distances 248–429 km) of azimuth 180�–270�, respectively. a1 and a3 show the FMSs of this event with and

without a crust discontinuity around 20 km depth. We could see clearly that there is only one well-constrained FMS with a two-layer crust model.

a2 The two velocity structure used for (a1) and (a3), respectively
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stored in the competent layer of the lithosphere where it

took place or occurred on a new fault, it itself might have

fully expressed the interseismic regional/local stress.

Cai et al. (2011) concluded that the principal compres-

sional direction of the regional stress is grossly perpen-

dicular to the strike of Beichuan-Yingxiu fault around

Wenchuan area. However, if we describe it more precisely,

the initial rupture of the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake is

almost pure reverse with the principal compressional

direction pointing ESE–WNW, which is not exactly per-

pendicular to the strike of the Longmenshan fault but with

about 10-degree left-lateral rotation. It means that the ini-

tial rupture might be newly created, not exactly along the

existed fault. At the same time, The Yingxiu-Hongkou area

might be nearly fully broken in the main shock, which will

be discussed in Sect. 4.2.

In any case, the local principal compressional direction

around Hongkou area before the 2008 Wenchuan earth-

quake happened should be roughly the principal compres-

sional direction of the FMS of it, i.e., WNW–ESE. As a

result, although the first-type of the thrust events distrib-

uted unevenly on the southwestern part of the WES, they

were dominant there.

However, at the northeastern end (around Qingchuan) of

the WES, the FMSs were obviously different. First-type

thrust events belong to minority, while the strike-slip and

second-type thrust events (thrust events with compressional

direction roughly pointing NE–SW) dominate. Taken all

events there, i.e., strike-slip events with compressional

direction roughly pointing E–W, second-type thrust events

with principal compressional direction roughly pointing the

strike of the Longmenshan fault, as well as a few first-type

thrust events with principal compressional direction

roughly pointing E–W, into consideration, we reckon that

the principal compressional direction of the local stress

around Qingchuan was about ENE–WSW, which is similar

to but slightly different from the conclusion given by Cai

et al. (2011).

It is important to further mention that the compressional

directions of almost all kinds of FMSs of the WES are

subhorizontal (except two normal-fault events located at

Hongkou and Pingwu), which is in good agreement with the

conclusion given by Cai et al. (2011) but with a few cor-

rections that the compressional directions are, respectively,

WNW–ESE around Yingxiu-Hongkou and ENE–WSW

around Qingchuan. We keep claiming that the gravity role of

possibly existed molten material in lower crust of the

Songpan-Ganze terrain seems to have minor effect on local

stress state in Longmenshan region, although we still cannot

deny the possible existence of molten material in the lower

crust of Songpan-Garze terrain. The subhorizontal principal

compressional direction along the Longmenshan Fault from

SW to NE has a left-lateral rotation, which agrees well with

4 10 15 19 28

34 55 62 119 208208

This work CMT CAP

Fig. 6 Comparison among the FMSs of Ms C 5.6 events from this

paper (black), CMT (dark gray, http://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.

html), and CAP (light gray, Zheng et al. 2009)

Fig. 7 The PWFMP distribution of event 208 (206070928, Ms 6.0)
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Table 1 The 129 well-constrained FMSs of the events with magnitudes over Ms 4.0

NUM EVNM LAT LON DEP Ms LOC SK1 DA1 SA1 SK2 DA2 SA2 REL ME

001 20080512.133.062804.000 30.986 103.479 12.9 8.0 C 190 028 077 024 062 097 1.000 P

002 20080512.133.082139.200 31.601 104.010 12.3 5.4 C 319 068 043 209 051 151 1.000 P

003 20080512.133.102339.400 30.959 103.302 20.6 5.0 C 028 050 102 190 042 076 1.000 P

004 20080512.133.111100.100 31.273 103.414 14.2 6.0 C 031 084 192 300 078 354 1.000 P

005 20080512.133.134053.400 31.020 103.394 14.6 5.2 C 231 026 081 061 064 094 1.000 P

006 20080512.133.144608.600 32.701 105.572 21.0 5.1 C 055 084 212 322 058 353 1.000 P

007 20080512.133.152852.300 31.024 103.351 17.8 5.3 C 128 068 094 297 022 081 1.000 P

008 20080512.133.172904.400 31.282 103.403 13.5 5.1 C 019 086 222 286 048 355 1.000 P

009 20080512.133.175430.800 31.259 103.469 11.1 5.0 C 296 054 006 203 085 143 1.000 P

010 20080512.133.200848.500 31.428 103.837 12.8 5.6 C 194 030 092 011 060 089 1.000 P

011 20080512.133.204530.800 31.795 104.335 09.8 5.0 C 218 057 098 024 033 078 1.000 P

012 20080512.133.234617.300 31.307 103.358 14.1 5.0 C 212 084 202 120 068 354 1.000 P

013 20080512.133.235445.400 31.287 103.328 13.4 5.4 C 169 047 084 358 044 096 1.000 P

014 20080513.134.021516.600 31.588 103.962 25.8 5.0 C 259 066 101 054 026 067 1.000 P

015 20080513.134.070707.200 31.035 103.184 13.6 6.1 C 225 040 124 003 058 065 0.682 AR

016 20080513.134.082050.500 31.400 103.879 04.8 5.3 C 213 036 095 027 054 087 1.000 P

017 20080513.134.193016.100 31.051 103.278 16.7 4.7 C 052 019 000 322 090 109 0.981 AR

018 20080513.134.195152.300 30.996 103.280 14.6 4.8 C 181 058 057 051 044 131 1.000 P

019 20080514.135.025435.500 31.348 103.320 07.1 5.6 C 040 083 189 309 081 353 1.000 P

020 20080514.135.092643.300 31.440 103.910 15.5 5.0 W 198 052 090 017 038 089 1.000 P

021 20080514.135.104436.700 32.179 104.727 09.1 4.4 C 227 038 097 038 052 084 1.000 P

022 20080514.135.171721.800 31.495 103.806 20.3 4.5 C 204 039 074 044 053 102 1.000 P

023 20080514.135.173322.300 31.349 103.476 21.6 4.7 C 189 076 169 282 079 014 1.000 P

024 20080514.135.195900.900 31.059 103.508 10.8 4.3 C 023 087 -178 293 088 -03 1.000 P

025 20080514.135.210105.800 31.707 104.109 08.4 5.1 C 197 030 115 349 063 077 0.818 AR

026 20080514.135.221008.800 31.227 103.630 20.1 5.0 C 247 072 199 151 072 341 1.000 P

027 20080515.136.125412.000 32.328 104.956 20.8 4.0 C 152 074 155 250 066 018 1.000 P

028 20080516.137.052546.300 31.432 103.187 06.8 5.9 C 240 073 201 144 070 342 1.000 P

029 20080516.137.201521.000 32.268 104.874 11.0 4.5 C 250 054 091 068 036 088 1.000 P

030 20080516.137.201650.400 31.314 103.460 02.1 5.0 C 358 081 184 267 086 351 1.000 P

031 20080516.137.223308.300 32.318 105.021 11.7 4.4 C 062 081 238 318 033 343 1.000 P

032 20080516.137.232306.500 31.299 103.721 23.4 4.5 C 026 079 143 124 054 014 1.000 P

033 20080517.138.133212.600 32.113 104.605 19.3 4.7 C 217 088 126 310 036 004 1.000 P

034 20080517.138.170824.800 32.308 104.868 20.5 6.0 C 235 050 084 064 040 097 1.000 P

035 20080518.139.125240.600 31.412 103.828 25.1 4.0 C 021 090 207 291 063 360 1.000 P

036 20080519.140.040857.800 32.180 105.020 19.0 4.7 Q 183 047 061 041 050 117 1.000 P

037 20080519.140.060652.500 32.567 105.263 17.4 5.4 C 217 078 147 314 058 014 1.000 P

038 20080519.140.062549.900 32.520 105.262 19.0 4.2 C 141 054 064 001 043 121 1.000 P

039 20080519.140.175233.100 32.335 104.914 22.1 5.0 C 233 047 109 026 046 071 1.000 P

040 20080520.141.005736.200 31.676 104.027 17.9 4.4 C 208 060 092 024 030 087 1.000 P

041 20080520.141.065420.900 31.794 104.192 07.3 4.3 C 136 079 057 030 035 161 1.000 P

042 20080520.141.142940.800 32.502 105.090 23.8 4.3 C 206 042 128 340 058 061 1.000 P

043 20080521.142.093315.200 32.462 105.121 02.5 4.6 C 237 085 161 329 071 005 1.000 P

044 20080521.142.135906.300 31.419 103.885 17.0 4.5 C 168 035 076 005 056 100 1.000 P

045 20080521.142.203627.000 32.240 104.750 15.2 4.8 W 257 062 069 116 034 124 0.805 AR

046 20080522.143.071842.900 31.185 103.606 07.4 5.1 C 185 015 083 013 075 092 0.865 AR

047 20080522.143.150012.700 31.900 104.354 08.6 4.6 C 145 070 064 020 032 141 1.000 P

048 20080522.143.173736.800 31.292 103.600 15.1 4.9 C 232 035 136 360 067 063 1.000 P
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Table 1 continued

NUM EVNM LAT LON DEP Ms LOC SK1 DA1 SA1 SK2 DA2 SA2 REL ME

049 20080522.143.195849.400 31.927 104.461 11.9 4.0 C 011 089 244 278 026 358 1.000 P

050 20080523.144.012328.100 31.220 103.480 14.4 4.3 W 044 079 205 309 066 347 1.000 P

051 20080523.144.161022.800 32.267 104.969 11.3 4.3 C 238 048 088 060 042 092 1.000 P

052 20080523.144.164803.900 31.808 104.133 18.6 4.3 C 305 052 062 166 046 121 1.000 P

053 20080523.144.175332.600 32.504 105.199 13.0 4.4 C 041 087 049 307 041 176 1.000 P

054 20080524.145.114213.400 32.558 105.366 13.6 4.1 C 102 087 -175 012 085 -03 1.000 P

055 20080525.146.082149.300 32.590 105.345 26.6 6.4 C 242 089 176 332 086 001 1.000 P

056 20080525.146.182053.500 32.020 104.100 02.0 4.0 Q 314 062 175 046 085 028 1.000 P

057 20080525.146.234719.600 32.423 105.136 17.7 4.1 C 302 084 041 207 049 172 1.000 P

058 20080526.147.003947.500 30.819 103.328 17.9 4.8 C 135 027 015 031 083 116 0.797 AR

059 20080526.147.230126.200 31.051 103.267 19.4 4.0 C 110 079 187 018 083 349 1.000 P

060 20080526.147.232204.600 31.397 103.899 24.0 4.2 C 215 061 099 016 031 074 1.000 P

061 20080527.148.080322.500 32.795 105.605 19.6 5.4 C 252 089 168 343 078 001 1.000 P

062 20080527.148.083751.300 32.800 105.591 18.0 5.7 C 330 054 355 062 086 216 1.000 P

063 20080527.148.135933.500 32.588 105.184 05.9 4.9 C 025 059 177 117 087 031 1.000 P

064 20080527.148.141400.300 31.273 103.427 19.7 4.5 C 010 086 -177 280 087 -04 1.000 P

065 20080527.148.164606.700 32.192 104.606 15.8 4.3 C 331 053 128 099 051 051 1.000 P

066 20080527.148.173508.600 32.679 105.384 22.6 5.0 C 098 083 071 347 020 158 1.000 P

067 20080528.149.174710.400 32.498 105.271 10.9 4.3 C 238 085 158 330 068 006 1.000 P

068 20080529.150.044844.500 32.600 105.390 14.9 4.7 C 113 078 078 340 017 136 1.000 P

069 20080529.150.204007.500 32.410 105.170 12.6 4.0 W 086 079 183 355 087 349 1.000 P

070 20080531.152.062241.200 32.404 105.014 23.3 4.4 C 213 046 119 354 051 063 1.000 P

071 20080531.152.073422.100 32.698 105.439 19.8 4.4 C 186 026 084 012 064 093 0.688 AR

072 20080601.153.032357.800 31.622 103.956 21.5 4.5 C 150 029 087 333 061 092 1.000 P

073 20080604.156.081940.800 30.928 103.330 11.1 4.3 C 158 059 089 341 032 092 0.458 AR

074 20080604.156.112346.600 31.437 103.888 15.8 4.0 C 206 057 084 036 033 099 1.000 P

075 20080604.156.114508.500 32.641 105.345 18.6 4.2 C 082 081 167 174 077 010 1.000 P

076 20080604.156.212139.000 31.178 103.386 19.9 4.5 C 330 033 197 226 081 302 1.000 P

077 20080605.157.044106.400 32.414 104.974 18.6 5.1 C 221 035 089 042 055 091 1.000 P

078 20080605.157.060228.600 32.722 105.422 12.0 4.6 C 172 065 100 330 027 071 1.000 P

079 20080605.157.063526.100 30.890 103.407 14.3 4.1 C 218 025 102 025 065 085 1.000 P

080 20080606.158.110349.000 31.251 103.733 21.9 4.4 C 274 086 176 004 086 004 0.275 AR

081 20080606.158.143846.200 31.116 103.297 22.1 4.7 C 189 055 086 016 035 095 1.000 P

082 20080607.159.004810.000 31.218 103.431 17.4 4.8 C 352 072 -96 191 019 -72 1.000 P

083 20080607.159.062832.500 32.513 105.405 17.6 4.5 C 033 036 043 266 066 118 1.000 P

084 20080607.159.073245.600 32.539 105.080 02.0 4.3 C 331 040 119 114 056 068 0.539 AR

085 20080607.159.104203.800 32.420 105.650 19.0 4.8 Q 090 086 178 180 089 004 1.000 P

086 20080607.159.221429.500 32.516 105.068 07.3 4.6 C 158 019 084 344 071 092 1.000 P

087 20080608.160.105116.800 31.904 104.264 03.6 5.1 C 093 019 352 191 087 251 1.000 P

088 20080608.160.225537.100 32.379 104.992 05.9 4.0 C 251 083 -167 160 077 -07 1.000 P

089 20080609.161.072836.800 31.400 103.690 22.6 5.0 C 125 064 189 031 082 334 1.000 P

090 20080609.161.232013.600 32.082 104.499 14.0 4.0 C 155 049 072 001 044 109 0.457 AR

091 20080610.162.162727.500 32.820 105.720 33.0 4.8 Q 237 081 180 147 090 351 1.000 P

092 20080610.162.222318.600 30.913 103.282 16.4 5.0 C 192 030 081 022 060 095 1.000 P

093 20080615.167.001121.700 31.185 103.651 15.4 4.9 C 329 079 156 064 066 012 1.000 P

094 20080615.167.214239.000 31.310 103.191 25.8 4.1 C 029 087 -179 299 089 -03 0.914 AR

095 20080617.169.055141.900 32.762 105.503 02.5 4.7 C 027 050 116 169 047 062 1.000 P

096 20080617.169.224313.000 31.287 103.394 12.2 4.2 C 007 071 -173 275 084 -20 1.000 P
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former predictions for regional stress field (e.g., Xu et al.

1987, 1989; Cui et al. 2005). The controlling power of the

stress field in this region should be the eastward horizontal

push from Tibetan plateau.

In April 20, 2013, an Mw 6.7 earthquake attacked the

Lushan town of Yaan city to the southwest of Wenchuan.

The focal mechanism solution of this event shows that this

is a pure thrust event with the compressional direction

roughly NW–SE (Zhang et al. 2013), which is almost

exactly perpendicular to the strike of the Longmenshan

fault there. Meanwhile, the FMSs of its aftershocks are

mostly thrust-type events that are similar to the main shock

(Lv et al. 2013). Furthermore, the rupture process and

spatial distribution of its aftershocks do not show a pre-

dominant direction similar to WES. This result further

confirms our judgment on variation pattern of the regional

stress around Longmenshan fault region.

4.2 Broken barriers and ready-to-be-broken barrier

There were diversity of the FMSs and less seismicity after

the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake in the intermediate part of

Table 1 continued

NUM EVNM LAT LON DEP Ms LOC SK1 DA1 SA1 SK2 DA2 SA2 REL ME

097 20080618.170.125931.900 29.150 102.280 14.0 4.8 Q 092 086 175 182 085 004 1.000 P

098 20080619.171.025528.600 31.220 103.432 17.4 4.6 C 322 085 201 230 069 354 1.000 P

099 20080621.173.040304.400 32.457 104.996 22.6 4.2 C 256 061 144 005 059 034 1.000 P

100 20080622.174.103734.200 32.230 104.430 17.0 4.3 Q 165 035 095 339 055 086 0.895 AR

101 20080622.174.213831.300 32.384 105.081 19.5 4.1 C 244 057 087 069 033 095 0.764 AR

102 20080623.175.181837.400 31.007 103.388 10.7 4.1 C 094 086 117 191 028 009 1.000 P

103 20080627.179.005541.700 31.060 103.373 04.6 4.3 C 001 082 176 091 086 008 1.000 P

104 20080627.179.182053.500 31.530 103.270 01.0 4.8 Q 235 078 185 144 085 348 1.000 P

105 20080627.179.214211.800 32.307 104.906 20.2 4.8 C 085 058 -87 259 032 -95 1.000 P

106 20080628.180.235520.400 32.099 104.516 16.5 4.6 C 132 038 076 330 053 100 1.000 P

107 20080629.181.195137.500 31.400 103.396 05.0 4.1 C 017 068 179 108 089 022 1.000 P

108 20080701.183.195753.100 31.388 103.903 22.2 4.8 C 162 014 054 019 079 098 1.000 P

109 20080702.184.235106.900 27.398 102.713 12.1 4.1 C 258 089 163 348 073 001 1.000 P

110 20080704.186.221053.700 31.802 104.110 18.7 4.6 C 147 036 091 326 054 089 1.000 P

111 20080705.187.070045.300 31.598 104.153 12.4 4.7 C 060 075 183 329 087 345 1.000 P

112 20080705.187.185013.000 31.570 104.062 16.0 4.5 C 222 047 074 065 046 106 1.000 P

113 20080708.190.121257.500 31.400 103.926 22.6 4.9 C 188 048 096 359 042 083 1.000 P

114 20080710.192.193602.100 32.023 104.200 00.8 4.2 C 355 088 174 085 084 002 1.000 P

115 20080714.196.195633.100 31.612 103.988 13.2 4.8 C 311 086 057 216 033 174 1.000 P

116 20080715.197.092620.500 31.578 104.013 12.3 5.0 C 180 079 308 284 040 197 1.000 P

117 20080717.199.164041.100 31.701 104.110 28.2 5.1 C 200 054 094 013 037 085 1.000 P

118 20080718.200.012601.800 32.441 105.195 16.2 4.3 C 132 058 077 336 035 110 0.979 AR

119 20080723.205.195443.700 32.782 105.460 08.6 5.6 C 160 068 111 295 030 049 1.000 P

120 20080724.206.053009.000 32.792 105.501 08.7 4.8 C 019 075 154 116 065 017 1.000 P

121 20080724.206.205415.100 30.797 103.324 15.7 4.7 C 180 046 083 010 044 097 0.626 AR

122 20080729.211.220329.300 32.420 104.780 18.0 4.0 Q 324 045 089 146 045 091 1.000 P

123 20080801.214.083242.300 32.104 104.699 19.2 6.1 C 212 069 119 334 035 038 1.000 P

124 20080801.214.181216.700 32.494 105.156 21.0 4.8 C 084 083 185 353 085 353 1.000 P

125 20080802.215.132545.900 32.806 105.606 19.3 4.6 C 255 087 176 345 086 003 1.000 P

126 20080802.215.133559.600 32.567 105.394 23.0 4.5 C 083 085 168 174 078 005 1.000 P

127 20080805.218.094915.600 32.770 105.450 16.0 6.2 Q 171 063 110 312 033 057 1.000 P

128 20080807.220.081534.300 32.130 104.600 24.0 5.3 Q 252 041 112 044 052 072 1.000 P

129 20080814.227.170638.500 31.020 103.220 18.0 5.1 Q 260 087 186 170 084 357 1.000 P

NUM the number of each event, which is the same as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, EVNM event name, LAT latitude, LON longitude, DEP depth, Ms

surface wave magnitude, LOC sources of spatial distributions (C Cai et al. 2011, W Wu et al. 2009, Q quick location from CEA), SK1, DA1, and

SA1 are, respectively, the strike, dip angle, and slip angle of the first focal plane, SK2, DA2, and SA2 are those of the second focal plane, REL

reliability of P-wave first-motion solution (the number shows how many cluster centers of possible solutions), ME methods used when

determining the solution (P only PWFMP is used, AR both PWFMP and AR are used)
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the Longmenshan fault around Gaochuan-Beichuan area.

Cai et al. (2011) claimed that small elastic energy accu-

mulation in there might be an explanation when they

noticed a triangle region inside the Songpan-Garze terrain

around Gaochuan-Beichuan area. As the lithosphere of the

Tibetan Plateau faces great resistance from Sichuan Block,

it tends to move toward southeast (Chuandian block

direction) and northeast (Qinling direction). Similarly, the

northern and southern parts of the Songpan-Garze block

move more quickly compared with its central part, which

leads to small push acting on Gaochuan-Beichuan area. For

similar reason, although the motion at Yingxiu-Hongkou

might have triggering role on the motion at Beichuan-

Qingchuan when the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake was ini-

tiated at Yingxiu-Hongkou and later propagated to north-

east, the strike-slip motion at Beichuan or to its northeast

might be mainly pushed by intensified drag force from far

west after Yingxiu-Hongkou lost its competence, which

was mentioned in Sect. 4.1 and will be explained in more

detail below. A short pause between the motions of the two

regions and intensity variation of the rupture along the

Longmenshan fault during the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake,

as well as great aftershock activity around Maoxian, are all

manifestations for more complex triggering role.

However, after realizing that the great energy released

around Gaochuan-Beichuan in the main shock (e.g., Ji and

Hayes 2008; Zhang et al. 2009; Shen et al. 2009; Wang et al.

2011) and some aftershocks which might stand for releasing

of the local elastic energy produced by the strike-slip motion

around Beichuan in the main shock, we have to adjust our

understanding and claim that low seismicity and diversity of

the FMSs around Beichuan area after the main shock might

be mainly the results of nearly fully energy releasing of it in

the main shock although we still think that there is relatively

less elastic energy accumulation in the middle part of the

Longmenshan fault, keeping the judge that there is less risk

of great earthquakes in the near future around there.

Similarly, there were only a few big events of the same

kind occurred around Yingxiu-Hongkou. Among them, the

ones to the northeast of the main shock were more sporadic.

Moreover, there were also some events at Yingxiu area with

nearly E–W principal extensional direction (Nos. 17, 76, and

82). One of them was even normal (No. 82). So, the Yingxiu

area of about 800 km2 in its size might have been nearly

thoroughly destroyed by the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake.

The main shock might be initiated at nearly the southwest

end of the 800 km2 area and then propagated northeastward

along the Longmenshan fault. At last, it thoroughly broke

the Yingxiu area in one action and produced maximum

dislocation there as shown by source rupture inversions (e.g.,

Ji and Hayes 2008; Zhang et al. 2009).

In Sect. 4.1, we stated the possibility that the Yingxiu-

Hongkou and Beichuan might be nearly fully broken. In

contrast, all evidences from the 2008 Wenchuan earth-

quake (e.g., Zhang et al. 2009; Liu-Zeng et al. 2009) and its

aftershocks (both spatial distribution and FMSs) seem to

imply that the main shock had less extension to southwest

direction along the Longmenshan fault. In other words, its

motion dramatically decreased southwestward. This

judgement not only further supports that the compressional

direction of the stress field before the 2008 Wenchuan

earthquake around Yingxiu-Hongkou was skewed with the

strike of the Longmenshan fault, but also implies that the

region to the southwest of Yingxiu-Hongkou did not

release as much energy as the area to the northeast of it.

Although there is a tiny possibility that the elastic energy

to the southwest of Yingxiu-Hongkou had already been

released by one or more big historical events before, we

have a few evidences which weakly say that a big barrier

might exist to the southwest of Hongkou although we do not

know how strong it is and how much elastic energy has

already been accumulated in it since last break. First, many

first-type thrust events of the WES in Hongkou area only

occurred near the southwestern end of the 800 km2 broken

area but with no further penetration southwestward, leaving

a big blank there. In the Longmenshan area, it is difficult to

think that there is no elastic energy accumulation after years

of quiescence. Second, there are no FMSs with extensional

direction roughly pointing E–W outside the fully broken

area to the southwest of Hongkou, let alone normal FMSs.

Third, as mentioned above, the 2013 Yaan earthquake was

driven by the same regional stress field and still did not

disturb the quiescence of that blank area. Fourth, some

transitional events occurred at the southwest boundary of the

fully broken area (atypical events: 17 and 102; thrust events:

7 and 73; strike-slip event 103), which were regularly dis-

tributed and might be adjustments to the 2008 Wenchuan

earthquake as explained below.

4.3 Triggering role of some biggest events of WES

on others

For releasing the elastic energy produced by the 2008

Wenchuan earthquake at the northern end of Yingxiu-

Hongkou area, a series of strike-slip events were triggered

on the Lixian-Xiaoyudong fault (Nos. 23, 9, 50, 8, 4, 12,

19, 28, 30, and 64). Events 94, 96, 104, and 107 are a little

bit far away from the broken area around Yingxiu-Hon-

gkou and might also be triggered by the main shock but

mainly via inelastic process.

Some other strike-slip events, which seemed to take

place on the Longmenshan fault (24, 26, 32, and 35), might

play similar role if the nodal planes which are perpendic-

ular to the strike of Longmenshan fault are the true fault

planes. Certainly, it is also possible or even most probable

that they might occur on the fault planes which are roughly
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parallel to the Longmenshan fault belt for releasing the

shear energy unreleased in the main shock.

Another group of events which played similar role but at

the southern end of the Yingxiu-Hongkou area are 59, 102,

and 129, of which both the numbers and the magnitudes are

much smaller than those on Lixian-Xiaoyudong fault at the

northern end, which further implies that the thrust motion

in Yingxiu-Hongkou is asymmetrical.

Similarly, events 111, 115, and 116, low quality event 201

either, might occur for absorbing the elastic energy produced

by the thrust events occurred around Maoxian if the nodal

planes which are perpendicular to the strike of Longmenshan

fault are the true fault planes. However, it is more possible

that they might occur only or simultaneously for releasing

the shear energy unreleased in the main shock. Events 89 and

81 might do only for the thrust events occurred around

Maoxian but at the opposite side. Events 93, 98, also the low

quality event 207, are a little bit far away from Maoxian. So,

it is difficult for them to play the role similar to events 94, 96,

104, and 107 because the thrust events around Maoxian are

too small and the energy accumulated by them cannot

compare with the main shock. However, when mentioning

that 6 of 11 aftershocks happened in the first 3 hours after the

2008 Wenchuan Event with no FMSs are just located around

Yingxiu-Hongkou area, we should realize that events 93, 98,

and 207 were most probably for releasing the elastic energy

locally produced by some of them but mainly via inelastic

processes, so do events 32 and 35 to the opposite side but

triggered more elastically by those 6 events.

Events 27, 53, 56, 87, and 114, low quality event 205

either, which located around Beichuan, might play similar

role as well but might mainly for right-lateral strike-slip

motion of the Longmenshan fault at Beichuan where was

the second place of maximum energy releasing of the 2008

Wenchuan earthquake (e.g., Ji and Hayes 2008; Wang et al.

2009; Liu-Zeng et al. 2009; Shen et al. 2009). So did events

49, 33, 123, 2, 111, 115, 116, and 201 but to the opposite

site of Beichuan although 115, 116, and 201 might have

been triggered mainly by the thrust events around Maoxian.

However, events 49, 33, and 133 should be mainly for

releasing the remaining energy unreleased by the main

shock around Beichuan. By all means, above differences as

well as existence of the second-type thrust events clearly

depict that the material between Qingchuan fault and

Beichuan fault has moved northeastward relative to its

surrounding blocks although the strike-slip events around

Qingchuan are mainly dextral.

5 Conclusions

P-wave first-motion polarity (PWFMP) is well-defined

signal which suffers little influence from mechanical

properties of the media. With enough high quality polarity

data, one may obtain the FMSs with enough confidence.

Yu et al. (2009) refined the method and showed a new grid

search program of calculating P-wave first-motion FMSs.

Compared to former grid search programs, CHNTYX has

better performance on those events with sparse or unevenly

distributed P-wave first-motion observations. However,

while Yu et al. (2009) showed that at least one cluster of

possible solutions of an event should be very close to the

true solution, the new method still needs more knowledge

to determine which one is right when there are several

choices. Here, we employ AR of SH-wave to P-wave to

help us evaluate which cluster is closest to its true FMS.

Instead of taking AR observations into inversion, we plot

SH/P ratio observations of an event on a colored beach ball

with its colors representing theoretical ratios, and then pick

out a correct cluster manually from those possible solutions

given by CHNTYX. In this way, AR ratio data perfectly

serve as complement to the PWFMP data, assuring both

high quality and more FMSs. Totally, 129 events with

magnitude over Ms 4.0 in WES are identified to be well-

constrained and unique FMSs. Moreover, for comprehen-

sively understanding the stress field in this region, we also

analyze all poorly constrained events with magnitude over

5.0.

Our results reconfirm that the compressional directions

of most FMSs of the WES are subhorizontal, which is in

good agreement with the conclusion given by Cai et al.

(2011) but with a few corrections that the compressional

directions are, respectively, WNW–ESE around Yingxiu-

Hongkou and ENE–WSW around Qingchuan. It seems

that the subhorizontal compressional direction along

Longmenshan fault has a left-lateral rotation, which

agrees well with former predictions (e.g., Xu et al. 1987,

1989; Cui et al. 2005). The controlling power of the stress

field in this region should be the eastward horizontal

pushing from Tibetan plateau. So, we keep claiming that

the gravity role of possibly existed molten material in

lower crust of the Songpan-Garze terrain seems to have

minor influence on local stress state in Longmenshan

region, although we still cannot deny the possible exis-

tence of molten material in the lower crust of Songpan-

Ganze terrain.

However, since faults are weak and easy to be broken,

the earthquakes are easy to occur on them with FMSs

different from regional stress field. Thrust events with

perpendicular compressional directions coexist on the same

segment of Longmenshan fault zone, which is obviously

the result controlled by the geometry of the Longmenshan

faults there. Meanwhile, compared with the Yingxiu-

Hongkou area, the compressional directions of the first-

type thrust events located on the northeastern part of the

Longmenshan fault rotate clockwise slightly, which
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contradicts the anti-clockwise rotation pattern of the stress

field in this region. It is indeed in accordance with the

clockwise rotation of the Qingchuan fault to the north

relative to the Longmenshan fault to the south. In addition,

the strike-slip events around Qingchuan area look similar

but can be divided into two groups, of which one group has

one nodal plane roughly parallel to the Qingchuan fault and

others have one nodal plane roughly parallel to the strike of

the Longmenshan fault.

At the same time, some aftershocks of the 2008

Wenchuan earthquake seem to occur just for releasing the

elastic energy produced by the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake

and some of its strong aftershocks. For example, a series of

strike-slip events were triggered on Lixian-Xiaoyudong

fault possibly for releasing the elastic energy produced by

the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake at the northern end of

Yingxiu-Hongkou area. Some events are a little bit far

away from the broken area around Yingxiu-Hongkou and

might also be triggered by the main shock but likely mainly

via inelastic process. On the southern end of Yingxiu-

Hongkou area, there are another group of events playing

similar role although both the number and their magnitudes

are much smaller than those on Lixian-Xiaoyudong fault at

the northern end.

Moreover, our results clearly show that the Yingxiu-

Hongkou area was nearly fully destroyed by the 2008

Wenchuan earthquake, while Beichuan is another place

where accumulated energy might be nearly fully released.

Low seismicity and diversity of the FMSs after the main

shock around both Yingxiu-Hongkou and Beichuan might

be mainly the results of nearly fully energy releasing by the

main shock although we still think that relatively less

elastic energy accumulation in the middle part of the

Longmenshan fault is another reason for low seismicity

around Beichuan. Contrarily, we propose that there might

indeed exist a big barrier to the southwest of Yingxiu-

Hongkou and need to pay attention on it in the near future.
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